[Correlations complications after cosmetic veneer treatment with initial parameters of oral cavity].
The aim of the study was to define interrelations between complications after veneer treatment with initial parameters of an oral cavity, state of an organism, social and biological factors. 65 patients with veneers treated between 2005 and 2009 at Margvelashvili Dental Clinic (Tbilisi) were investigated. Correlation analysis on Spearmen was spent with application of the package statistical programs SPSS 11.5. Chip of veneers finds out significant positive correlation with the following factors: a crossbite - r=0.2543, p<0.0409; decompensative caries - r=0.3189, p<0.0096; exhibiting of a pathological microflora - r=0.2879, p<0.0163; discoloration - patient with age 41-60 y. - r=0.3877, p<0.0014; focal infection contamination - r=0.2599, p<0.0366; often use of coffee - r=0.2819, p<0.0229; ulitis up to veneer - r=0.2444, p<0.0498; appearance line of demarcation - with the mechanical factor - r=0.3479, p<0.0045; use of synthetic fluids, - r=0.3823, p<0.0017; recurrence caries - with gastro-intestinal pathologies r=0.2924, p<0.0181; of a focal infection contamination - r=0.2756, p<0.0263; by feeding priority by carbohydrates - r=0.2324, p<0.0625; decompensate caries - r=0.2583, p<0.0377; Exhibiting of a pathological microflora - among males - r=0.2772, p<0.0254; by smoking - r=0.3227, p<0.0087; gastro-intestinal pathologies - r=0.2365, p<0.0579; by endocrine diseases - r=0.2546, p<0.0407; by focal infection contamination - r=0.5416, p<0.0000; decompensate caries - r= 0.2530, p<0.0420; by an ulitis - r=0.4551, p<0.0001; by a hygienic index - r=0.4611; p<0.0001; periodontal index - r=0.4611, p<0.0001; PMA index - r=0.3529, p<0.0039. The correlation circuit of the factors of complications after veneers will help the practical stomatologists with realization of purposeful prophylaxis.